
 

 

  

  

  

 

 

I/ COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS ( 5 marks ) :                                                                                                                 
1° Tick ( √ ) the right answer ( 1 mk )  :The shopper ( woman ) was looking for ( scene 2 ) :                                               
a° boots (  .  )   -   b°  a jumper (  .  )   -   c°  a dress (  .  ) 

2° Fill in the table with the appropriate information from the listening passage                                                               
( write the price in numbers ) ( scene 1 ) ( 1 mk )  

Item to buy Price 
Pants on sale ……………………………………………… 
3° Say whether the statements below are true or false. Justify with details from the listening                            
passage ( 2 mks ) 

Statements True False 
a- The small shirts are more expensive than the big ones ( Scene 1 )    

Justification : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
b- The pants which were on sale were in light colors ( Scene 1 )   

Justification : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4°Answer the following question with an adjective from the listening passage  ( 1 mk ) :                                                       
a° How did the shopper find the colorful item she wanted to buy ( scene 2 ) ?                                                                         
The shopper found the colorful item she wanted to buy not only not too much more expensive                              
but also …………………………… . 

II/ FUNCTION ( 1 mk ) : Pick up from the listening passage a statement expressing offering help*                          
Offering help :    …………………………………………………………………                                         

III/ SPELLING  ( 1 mk ) : Fill in the blanks with the right spellings of the missing words : 

Yes. I was wondering, Do you have any …………………………… shirts ? ( Scene 1 )                                                     
We also have …………………………… for sales week. ( Scene 1 )                                                                                

IV/ PRONUNCIATION( 1 mk ) : Circle the right pronunciations of the words : 

Yes, we do. ( Night – Right ) … this ( lost – cost ) ? ( Scene 1 )                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 



 

 

1° Circle the right alternative ( 4 mks ) :                                                                                                                           
 
Recent research has shown that at any time in our lives we have around 30 friends, six of whomwe think of as 
close. Over a lifetime we will make almost 400 friends, but we will keep hanging around with fewer than 10% of 
them.                                                                                                                                                                          
Almost 60% of us claim that our friendships are ( important - more important – the most important )  to us us 
than career, money and family. We interviewed Jamie and Helena to find out more :                                                                                                                                                                                                                
*Jamie, a TV producer in his 30’s : For me, anyone ( who – which – when ) I like, trust, and find interesting, 
male or female, is a ( fake – true – unfaithful ) friend. I could probably rely ( in - on – at ) close friends.                                              
Those are the people who (let me down  - stand by me  -  laugh at me )  even when I drive them crazy                          
or I behave ( bad – worse – badly ) which does obviously happen from time to time.                                                                                                  
*Helena, an English teacher in her 30’s : My friends make my life possible.                                                                        
We care for one another’s children, look ( after – at  – for ) pets, and do one another’s shopping.                                            
You feel a special bond with some mothers at the school gate, and then they become your support network. 
My be one time one among those will become ( dear – dearer – the dearest ) pal to you or even your soul mate. 

2° Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the list below. There are 2 extra ones ( 4 mks ) :                 

waiting  - company  - quarrels  - humour  - going  - loyal  - socialising  - jealous  - gets on  - touch 

*Sam and I have been friends since we shared a house together at university. We have kept in …………………… 
ever since as we were always on the same wavelength. He has a great sense of …………………… and you                     
will never have a dull moment in his …………………… . He has an opinion on everything, but is also a very good 
listener. He’s kind, ……………………  wellwith everyone and is great fun to be around. He’s quite a sporty 
person, and often spends his weekends mountain climbing or surfing. I think you’d need to be pretty active 
too – just to keep up with him. Sam is well worth getting to know,so why not send him an email?                                                                                                                                          
Jenna                                                                                                                                                                          

*I’ve known Nadia for years. In fact we went to school together and we’re still best friends. Nadia is genuine, 
…………………… and honest. She would do anything for her friends, and is really thoughtful and easy-
……………………. She is also one of the funniest people I know, and always the life and soul of the party!                  
She is a fabulous cook and her dinner parties are famous! She enjoys …………………… andhas lots of friends – 
she just hasn’t met that special person yet. So what are you …………………… for? Get in touch with her!                                                                                                                                                               
Richard 

3° Supply the right tense or form of the bracketed words ( 4 mks ) :                                                                            

We’ve taken many trips to London, a city we love to visit. I even ( live ) ……………………… in London for              
a number of years before moving to Liverpool in 2012. There’s so much to see and do in London that we find               
( we ) ……………………… returning time and again for new adventures.                                                                 
Based on our experiences, we wanted to put together a guide for our best work colleagues who are getting 
ready for a ( it lasts ten days )…………………………… summer trip to london and what to help them with what 
to pack.  The key thing with travelling to London is to be ( prepare )……………………………for anything 
because even in summer you can expect cold, grey days, whilst winter can provide unexpected sunshine and 
even a little warmth!  You will find that Londoners as well as ( visit )……………………………will tend to be fairly 
( good / dress ) ……………………………, so you will likely want to pack your nicer looking clothes although you 
don’t need to be super dressy for most occasions.                                                                                               
For visiting London in summer, bring along a pair of pants although on the odd rare hot day I can find             
that jeans become ( uncomfortable ) ……………………………hot to walk in sometimes, so you need to bring 
shorts. For bright days, you ( certainly need ) ……………………………………… a pair of sunglasses. 
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